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You play Tris’ c onfidante, Christina.   
Tell Us about her.
Christina is from the Candor faction . 
She has no f ilter. She just says exactly 
what she thinks and is unapologetic 
about it, which I’m very much like. 
I think that’s what attracted me to her!

Christina and Tris are best friends, 
so did you and Shailene Woodley 
make sure to spend time bonding?
Actually, we had a lot of mutual friends 
beforehand. We hadn’t met, but we’d 
heard a lot about each other. And then, 
well, on the set, there were a lot of guys, 
so it was really good to have another  
chick around to talk and hang out with. 
We liked to go to the farmers’ market 
and cook dinner together. She makes 
this amazing turkey with mushrooms 
and peppers, and I would make all 
kinds of quinoa as a side dish.

As for the rest of the cast?
Oh, we all went through serious boot 
camp before filming. It was actually 
really  fun bonding ! Although it was 
intense  too: running,  pushups, fight 
choreography, gun training, hitting 
punching bags till our knuckles were 
bloody. I couldn’t walk for a week after.

Whoa, you became a true fighter!
No. My knife-throwing was so bad, 
it was embarrassing! I’d try to look 

badass on camera, while my knives 
were clattering on the floor. [Laughs.] 
Miles Teller  was actually good at it. 
And Theo James is an amazing fighter. 
I would not want to make him angry!

Theo sounds pretty intimidating!
He’s actually so goofy. He goes from 
being  this heartthrob  to just being a nut 
and making  fun of himself.  Those Brits! 

Seems like everyone bonded like a 
real class of Dauntless initiates. 
It was a very communal set. We were 
the goofiest, most inappropriate people 
in the world, which made it fun because 
many of the scenes were so serious.

Did you guys hang out off the set?
We did! Erykah Badu was playing in 
Chicago, where we filmed, and she’s 
one of my favorite musicians, so I got 
everyone tickets. That was fun! [Recalls  
costar Ben Lloyd-Hughes, “We were 
sitting  around saying,  ‘Oh, it’d be cool 
to go the Erykah Badu  concert.’ And 
Zoë’s like, ‘Erykah’s a good friend. I’ll 
send her a text.’ Ten minutes later,  she 

checks her phone: ‘It’s cool. I got 
you all VIP passes.’ That’s her life! 
We were backstage! But Zoë is so 
down-to-earth about it.”]

Jennifer  Lawrence told Us 
you two besties hung out a 
lot when she filmed the first 
Hunger Games. Do you guys 
still see each other?
Yeah, she’s my friend favorite! 
Jen and I are homebodies. Her 
life is so crazy now that when we 
hang, we usually end up at home 
watching  Fear Factor  or Scare 
Tactics [Syfy’s  hidden-camera 

prank show], where they pretend to 
do really crazy,  f--ked- up, scary things!

Now, like Jen, you’re starring in 
a young-adult blockbuster too. 
Have you asked her for advice?
When I got the part, I obviously called 
her to talk about it! I mean, I’m not the 
lead — and I’m sure Shailene’s life will 
drastically change — but it’s intense 
being in any spotlight. Jen told me, “If 
you believe in the story and you like the 
script, then you should do it.”

hen Zoë Kravitz, 25, took on her role in Divergent, 
she wasn’t just signing up to be the kick-ass ally. She 
was also following in the footsteps of dad Lenny 

Kravitz, the legendary rocker who plays Cinna in The Hunger 
Games. “We’re both surprised we’re involved in any of this!” she jokes 
to Us of the blockbuster franchises. “We think it’s funny.” Yet having 
a famous father didn’t mean getting shortcuts to success. “My dad 
was brought up very old-school, very strict... So he’s wearing leather 
pants and a boa, but he would be like, ‘Did you do your chores to-
day?’” Nor was she allowed to stay up past bedtime when the Rolling 
Stones’ Mick Jagger came over to party till dawn. But the only child 
of Kravitz and actress Lisa Bonet admits to Us that she did get at 
least one celeb perk: “Madonna used to babysit me. She told me so!”
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